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Mixed respiratory viral infections are double negative common and evidence that they are associated with
severe disease is supported by some groups. This controversial observation can be explained by the lack
of sensitivity of the assessed methods used for viral identification and by the small number of patients
included in the randomized cohorts studied. Most studies showed that respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)
espiratory viruses
ixed infections

ronchiolitis
ell culture
olecular tests

is identified in about 70% of hospitalized infants with bronchiolitis during seasonal winter epidemics, fol-
lowed by human metapneumovirus (hMPV, about 3–19%) or rhinoviruses (about 20%). Other respiratory
viruses have also been reported, indicating significant causes of bronchiolitis and hospitalization during
seasonal epidemics. The presence of more than one pathogen, and moreover, the association of RSV with
rhinoviruses and also RSV with hMPV, may influence the natural course of bronchiolitis. A better under-
standing of these various interactions would help future decision-making, such as the extent to which
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. Introduction

Respiratory virus infections represent a major public health
roblem because of their worldwide occurrence, ease of spread in
he community and considerable morbidity and mortality. Bron-
hiolitis is the clinical description of the most common and most
evere acute lower-respiratory tract infection during early child-
ood. Around 2–3% of all infants younger than 1 year are admitted
o hospital with bronchiolitis, usually during winter in temperate
ountries.1 The peak incident age in these infants is between 2 and
months.2 The majority of these infants have an intense inflamma-

ion of the bronchioles leading to a clinical syndrome characterized
y obstruction of expiratory airflow usually proceeded by nasal
ongestion and rhinorrhea. Hospital admission is required because
ucus obstruction and respiratory distress interfere with feed-
ng. In the most severely affected infants there is hypoxia and
espiratory distress that may require mechanical ventilation and
rolonged hospitalization.3,4
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ld be conducted in severe bronchiolitis patients already infected by RSV.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the most com-
only identified virus, with detection rates reaching 70–85% in

ospitalized infants during seasonal winter epidemics.5–8 Other
espiratory viruses, including human metapneumovirus (hMPV),
arainfluenza viruses (PIVs), influenza viruses (IVs), and rhi-
oviruses (RVs) are also significant causes of acute bronchiolitis
nd hospitalization during epidemics or periods of increase preva-
ence in the community.9–12 The clinical pattern of illness seen with
SV infection is very similar to those seen with other respiratory
iruses.13,14

Several studies have acknowledged the possibility of multiple
nfections in RSV bronchiolitis.15,16 The incidence of dual res-
iratory viral infections varies from 10% to 30% in hospitalized

nfants. Mixed virus infections are frequently identified in the
ame clinical specimen particularly for RSV with hMPV17 and
ore recently it was described that RSV and RVs are the viruses
ost frequently identified in dual infections in infants hospitalized
ith bronchiolitis.18 Their occurrence in bronchiolitis pathogen-

sis has been increasingly recognized with the establishment of
ew and high-sensitive molecular amplification methods, espe-
ially for viruses that are difficult to culture. Different controversial

eports suggest either an association between dual infections and
n increase in the disease severity18–21 or the absence of an asso-
iation between dual infections and an increase in the disease
everity.22–24 It may be assumed that the simultaneous presence
f more than one viral pathogen would be associated with epi-
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emiologic and clinical features that differ from single infections,
specially with respect to disease type and severity. Although bron-
hiolitis is common, little is known about what causes infants to be
usceptible. The clinical importance of such presumed dual infec-
ion, particularly those pouring RSV with other viruses, remains
ncertain. Clinical studies associated with mixed respiratory virus

nfections are needed to clarify assessment of disease severity and
riteria of hospital admission.

. Respiratory virus detection assays

.1. Conventional virus culture versus molecular amplification
echniques

Virus culture is the original method used to diagnose respira-
ory virus infections and the use of primary or immortalized cells
xpanded the method giving wider diagnostic abilities in the early
960s. Virus isolation in cell cultures has long served as the “gold
tandard” for virus detection, and it is the method with which all
ther methods have been compared. The main advantage of tradi-
ional cell culture methods is the ability to isolate and identify a
ide range of viruses.25,26 This enables the identification of many

iruses, including those that commonly cause respiratory infec-
ions. Growth of a virus in cell culture indicates the presence of an
nfectious, viable, and replication competent virus, a finding which
s unattainable using other technologies such as antigen detection
r nucleic acid detection.27

Viruses can also be detected directly in clinical samples using
ighly specific nucleic acid detection. Further, molecular amplifi-
ation tests improve the sensitivity, especially for RVs and other
iruses that are difficult to culture such as hMPV and human
oronavirus-NL63 (hCoV-NL63).28 We recently described18 a study
one during two consecutive winter seasons 2003–2004 and
004–2005, including 180 infants with bronchiolitis hospitalized in
he pediatric short-term unit or in the pediatric intensive care unit
PICU). In this study, we showed that a greater number of positive
amples were detected by nucleic acids tests, than by cell culture
Table 1). As observed in Table 1, the diagnostic yield increase sig-
ificantly for rhinoviruses with 21.2% of samples found positive by
olecular amplification, whereas only 2.2% were tested positive

y cell culture. We also showed that the increased sensitivity of
mplification tests allowed detection of 83 additional cases (47.9%)
ompared to the cell culture.

Sensitive and specific respiratory virus identification is crucial
or the assessment of the burden to the population caused by pedi-
tric acute respiratory infection. Nucleic acids tests seem to be the
ost promising alternative to cell culture for rapid and accurate

etection of respiratory virus infections, especially for newly iden-

ified viruses that are difficult to culture or have not been well
eplicated in vitro.29 Thus, forecasts of disease burden based on
onventional cell culture methods alone are liable to underestimate
rue infection rates, because of the fact that cell culture require sev-
ral days to detect respiratory viruses as well as several specific cell

able 1
he rate of positive viral detection by standard methods (virus antigen or virus
ulture) and molecular amplification in 180 infants hospitalized for bronchiolitis

irus Standard methods Molecular amplification

espiratory syncytial virus 55.9 66.8
nfluenza virus 2.8 3.6
arainfluenza viruses types 1–4 2.2 5.3
denovirus 0 1.8
nterovirus 1.7 4.1
hinovirus 2.2 21.2

ata are present as number of samples positive (percentage of evaluated samples).
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ines for each respiratory virus. Recently R-Mix, a combination of
uman lung carcinoma cells and mink lung cells (cells A-549 and
v1Lu, respectively) co-cultivated in a balance single monolayer
as reported to exhibit sensitivity for respiratory virus detection.30

-Mix cells exhibit a more sensitive detection rate for respiratory
iruses after 1–3 days post-infection. In the near future, as more
ophisticated, yet simpler-to-use, broad-range molecular platforms
ecome available for clinical diagnostics, virus isolation in the
ell culture may once again become an advantageous diagnostic
ethods in light of the evidence presented above, a commendable

olution would be combined culture methods using R-Mix cells and
olecular amplification tests. This solution provides opportunities

or assessing the occurrence and importance of mixed respiratory
iral infections.

. Frequency of detection of respiratory viruses in
ospitalized infants

Several studies were done worldwide in winter seasons to iden-
ify respiratory viruses using both tissue culture and molecular
mplification in different specimens (nasal and through swabs,
asal aspirates or bronchoalveolar lavages) from children hospi-
alized with respiratory symptoms. All studies clearly described
he RSV as the most common causative agent in children under 3
r infants hospitalized with acute bronchiolitis.17–19,31,32 Approx-
mately 70–89% of cases of bronchiolitis can be attributed to
nfection by RSV, and 3–25% can be attributed to infection by rhi-
ovirus or parainfluenza viruses, and rarely, human influenza virus
nd adenovirus.18,19 Numerous studies have described a prevalence
f 3.3–19% for hMPV infection in children with respiratory tract
nfections who were admitted to the hospital.17–23 It is now rec-
gnized that hMPV is one of the several viral pathogens that can
ause respiratory symptoms in the absence of other pathogens33

nd is moreover the second leading cause of acute bronchiolitis
n hospitalized children.13,19,20,23 In our study,18 the second most
ommon viral pathogen found in the bronchiolitis cohort was RVs
resent in 39 out of 180 cases representing 21.8% in infants less
han 12 months of age. Rhinovirus are the most common respi-
atory tract viruses in older children and adults, causing about
wo-thirds of common colds and asthma exacerbations.34 Recent
dvances in virus detection methods using molecular amplifica-
ion have depicted these viruses as important lower-respiratory
ract pathogens.35 Our study also presented to put in evidence the
mportant role played by these common respiratory tract viruses
n hospitalized infants with bronchiolitis in the first year of life.18

he incidence of RV infections, and therefore their importance,
as been underestimated in acute bronchiolitis. In accordance
ith other studies, we found other respiratory viruses responsi-

le but to a lesser extent. In our total cohort corresponding to 180
nfants hospitalized with acute bronchiolitis, PIVs were found in 13
ases (7.2%), hMPV in 10 cases (5.6%), hCoV-NL63 in seven cases
3.9%), and IVs in six cases (3.3%). Our results can be explained
y the fact that our cohort included only infants less than 1-year
ld.

. Single versus mixed respiratory virus infections

Several studies in the past have acknowledged the possibility
f multiple infections in acute bronchiolitis. Dual respiratory infec-
ions occur in up to 30% of infants with a lower-respiratory tract

nfection,36 but the incidence varies widely,15,16 from zero reported
ases in population-based and case control studies,37,38 up to 70%
f infants with bronchiolitis.17 In addition to variations in viral
nfection during endemic seasons, discrepancies in the circulating
ates of second pathogen can be explained by detection sensitivity,
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Fig. 1. The frequency of respiratory virus monoinfection and coinfection in the

odes of sampling which could underestimate the infection rate,
nd the number of enrolled participants, which are often insuf-
cient to permit a powered study. Numerous studies report dual
espiratory infections principally with hMPV and RSV9,19–24,37,38

ecause of the same seasonal distribution of these two viruses. In
ur study,18 multiple virus infections were identified in 44 of the
80 hospitalized infants (23.9%) with bronchiolitis. We evaluated
he frequency of dual viral infection in infants with bronchiolitis
dmitted to either a short-term unit (n = 92) or a PICU (n = 87) at
he same hospital in France. Co-infection rates were significantly
ifferent (p = 0.0005, �2-test) between the two populations studied
Fig. 1). The mixed respiratory virus infections found in our studied
ohort were dual viral infections and the main viral agents detected
ere RSV (36 of 44) and RVs (22 of 44), resulting in the most found
ual viral respiratory infections (29.5%). High incidence of RSV cou-
led with RV infections is reflected in the considerable overlapping
f the seasonal distribution observed for these two viruses dur-
ng the winter seasons 2003–2004 and 2004–2005. In our cohort,

e also found other coinfected cases, eight of 10 hMPV, five of
even hCoV-NL63, six of seven EV, and five of six IV-infected infants.
oreover, hMPV as well as hCoV-NL63, and PIV were mostly found

o be RSV or RVs associated agents (Table 2).
It may be assumed that the simultaneous presence of more than

ne viral pathogen would be associated with epidemiological and
linical features that differ from single infections, especially with
espect to disease type and severity. We and others18,19 used as
linical criteria for the impact of dual infection upon severity of

isease such as duration of assisted ventilation, or supplemental
xygen administration and the site and duration of the hospital
tay.

able 2
iral distribution in dual infection cases observed in pediatric intensive care unit

PICU) and pediatric short-term unit

rimary viral agent Associated virus Short-term unit
(n = 14)

PICU (n = 30)

espiratory syncytial
irus

Rhinovirus 35.7 26.6
hMPV 7.1 13.3
hCoV-NL63 0 13.3
Influenza A/B 14.3 6.6
Parainfluenza virus 0 13.3
Adenovirus 0 3.3
Enterovirus 28.6 3.3

hinovirus

RSV 35.7 26.6
hMPV 7.1 6.6
hCoV-NL63 7.1 0
Influenza A/B 0 0
Parainfluenza virus 0 10
Adenovirus 0 3.3
Enterovirus 0 3.3

arainfluenza virus Influenza A/B 0 3.3

ata are presented as number of samples positive for dual infection (percentage of
valuated samples).
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tric short-term unit (n = 92) and the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU, n = 88).

. Clinical implications of dual infections

The clinical severity of bronchiolitis is defined by mild disease,
s no need for hospital admission; moderate disease, as admission
o the hospital; severe disease, as admission to the hospital, and a
eed for supplemental oxygen, including mechanical ventilation,
t any time during the hospital stay.39 High-risk groups for severe
nfections are infants younger than 6 weeks with predisposing con-
itions, such as premature infants, those with chronic lung disease,
ongenital heart disease, and immunodeficiency disorders.40

Recent studies showed that dual viral infection was least fre-
uent in infants with moderate disease who were admitted to the
mergency or general wards, and was most commonly observed
n infants with severe disease who were admitted to the PICU for

echanical ventilation.18,19 In our study, the simultaneous pres-
nce of RVs and RSV, both at high prevalence, caused us to perform
statistical study analysis of the association of dual infection with

evere disease. We used a logistic regression model to compare
linical and virological risk factors and we found a significant corre-
ation between dual viral infection and increased disease severity in
ronchiolitis. Indeed, dual infection was found to be a risk factor for
dmission to the PICU, independent of the host conditions. Infants
ith viral coinfection were almost three times more at risk for PICU

dmission compared to those with single viral infection. This major
nding is in accordance with observations made for hMPV and RSV
ual infections, reported to confer a 10-fold increase in relative
isk of admission to the PICU for mechanical ventilation.19 But our
esults contrast with studies reporting no greater severity of illness
n the case of dual infection despite high-circulating rates of the
econd pathogen.22,24 Clinical parameters defining illness severity
ould explain such differences.

. Conclusions

Rhinovirus must be viewed as a significant contributor agent to
orbidity in infants with bronchiolitis, both in its own right and

n its synergistic pathology with RSV and other respiratory viruses.
ixed respiratory virus infections induce a more severe bronchioli-

is, defined by infants receiving mechanical ventilation hospitalized
n the PICU, than single infections and represent a relevant risk fac-
or independent of prematurity, age, and underlying chronic illness.
t remains to be determined whether quantity of virus, viral geno-
ype, infection with multiple species, or a combination of these
actors are important in determining the severity of bronchiolitis.
urrently, there are no therapeutic measures available to prevent
ual infection occurring in infants except for hygienic measures and
ontrol of overcrowding which should reduce risk for all respiratory
llness.
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